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Abstrat
We study the eets of a non thermal neutralino prodution, due to the late deay in the early
universe of a single modulus eld, in the ontext of the deeted anomaly mediated senario. In the
regime in whih the average number of neutralino produed in eah modulus deaying proess is
N¯LSP ≪ 1 also models with a thermal reli density below WMAP data beame aeptable models.
We nd out that these models belong to three dierent lasses with the ommon feature that the
low thermal reli density is entirely due to oannihilation eets. The neutralino annihilation ross
setion for these lasses of models is not partiularly high ompared with the highest ross setions
attainable in the generi framework of the MSSM. Hene the detetion prospets either by diret
or indiret WIMP searh experiments are not enouraging.
∗
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I. INTRODUCTION
The latest WMAP data [1℄ determine in a very preise way the matter ontent of the
Universe. For the old dark matter (CDM) omponent the WMAP result is
ΩCDMh
2 = 0.110± 0.007 (1)
where ΩCDM = ρCDM/ρc is the ratio between the CDM density ρCDM and the ritial
density of the Universe ρc = 1.8791h
2 · 10−29g cm−3 with h the Hubble onstant in units
of 100 km s−1 pc−1. Eq. (1) is able to put a strong onstraint on the parameter spae of a
generi supersymmetri model. In fat the lightest supersymmetri partile (LSP), usually
the neutralino, is one of the best motivated old dark matter andidate (as long as the R-
parity is onserved) and one an ompute the reli density of the lightest neutralino solving
the following Boltzmann equation
dnχ
dt
+ 3Hnχ = −〈σv〉 (n
2
χ − n
2
eq) (2)
where nχ is the numerial neutralino density, H is the Hubble onstant, 〈σv〉 is the averaged
thermal ross setion times the neutralino pair relative veloity while neq is the Boltzmann
equilibrium number density. The physial piture desribed by this equation is simple and
the numerial solution is even straightforward until one takes into aount oannihilations
with partiles degenerate in mass with the lightest neutralino. In a rst approximation one
an show [2℄ that the following relation holds
Ωthermalh2 ≡
mχnχ
ρc
≃ 〈σv〉−1 (3)
where mχ is the neutralino mass. With Ω
thermalh2 we denote the solution of the standard
Boltzmann equation (2). Typially when one ompute eq. (2) in the mSUGRA framework,
in whih the LSP is a very pure bino in almost all the parameter spae, one nds that the
reli density easily exeeds the WMAP result [3℄. The same situation happens in other
supersymmetry breaking senarios. Moreover the relation (3) roughly implies the existene
of some upper bound on the annihilation ross setion. Hene if we want to study models
with ross setion higher than that allowed by the thermal reli density onstraint we have
to onsider senarios in whih the ondition (3) an be relaxed.
The reli density omputation an be heavily aeted in a non standard osmologial
senario whih introdues a non thermal soure of old dark matter prodution. Among
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the dierent senarios the neutralino prodution from late deays of salar or moduli elds
is an elegant and natural possibility [4, 5℄. In partiular in supergravity and superstring
theories, where in general the salar potential has many at diretions, the presene of
moduli elds that aquire masses from supersymmetry breaking is a ommon feature (for
a review in the string theory ontext see [6℄). Moduli elds have important osmologial
onsequenes although their ouplings are suppressed by inverse powers of the Plank mass.
They dominate the energy density in the early Universe and if the modulus mass is su-
iently low (for example of the order of the eletroweak sale) it an destroy the standard
big-bang nuleosynthesis senario. This problem is usually termed as osmologial moduli
problem (see for example [7℄ and referenes therein). One interesting possibility to avoid
this problem was given in [4℄. In that senario the modulus mass is setted by the gravitino
mass whih is quite high in anomaly mediated models. In this paper we will study the same
solution applied in the ontext of the deeted anomaly mediation [8, 9, 10℄ in whih the
tahyon problem of the minimal anomaly mediation is elegantly solved. In partiular we
onentrate on [10℄ where we performed a detailed analysis of the neutralino setor of this
senario.
The outline of the paper is as follows: in se. II we desribe how the presene of a
modulus eld hanges the standard reli density omputation in the framework of a generi
supersymmetry breaking senario. In se. III we apply the results of the previous setion to
the deeted anomaly ase. In se. IV we study the detetion prospets for this senario.
The last setion is devoted to the onlusions.
II. RELIC DENSITY AND MODULI FIELDS
We losely follow the analysis of Moroi and Randall [4℄ with a single modulus eld φ.
We onsider a system of oupled Boltzmann equations desribing the time evolution of the
wimp number density nχ, the modulus number density nφ and the radiation density ρrad:
dnχ
dt
+ 3Hnχ = N¯LSPΓφnφ − 〈σv〉
(
n2χ − n
2
eq
)
dnφ
dt
+ 3Hnφ = −Γφnφ
ρrad
dt
+ 4Hρrad = (mφ − N¯LSPmχ)Γφnφ + 2mχ 〈σv〉
(
n2χ − n
2
eq
)
(4)
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where Γφ is the deay rate of the modulus eld and N¯LSP is the average number of wimp
produed in eah modulus deaying proess. These are the two ruial parameters in this
desription. The modulus eld deay rate Γφ an be formally written as a sum
Γφ =
∑
i
Γ
(i)
φ (5)
where eah single deay rate Γ
(i)
φ is assoiated to one of the possible interations terms of
the lagrangian in whih φ is oupled to one of the elds in the neutralino setor, namely the
two gauginos B˜, W˜ and the two higgsinos H˜1 and H˜2. The index i runs over all possible
ontributions. In the positive deeted anomaly senario all the terms desribed in appendix
A of [4℄ are present and so we deide to use the same useful parametrization
Γφ =
1
2pi
m3φ
M2P
(6)
where m3φ is the modulus eld mass and MP ≃ 2.4 · 10
18
GeV is the redued 4-dimensional
Plank mass. The naive expetation for mφ is
mφ ≃ m3/2 = Fϕ (7)
where m3/2 is the gravitino mass and Fϕ is the auxiliary supergravity eld vev that breaks
supersymmetry in the anomaly setor. The last equality holds both in the minimal and
in the deeted anomaly senario. This relation guarantees that the modulus mass is in
general quite high. The presene of the modulus eld hanges the thermal history of the
early universe [11℄. In partiular in order to preserve a suessful desription of the big-bang
nuleosynthesis we must require that the reheating temperature assoiated to the modulus
eld deay
TRH ≃ 10MeV
( mφ
100TeV
)
·
(
Λeff
MP
)−1
·
( g∗
10.75
)
(8)
be of order TRH ≃ 10 MeV. In the previous relation Λeff is the eetive interation sale of
the modulus and g∗ ounts the total number of eetively massless degrees of freedom. If
we impose this ondition then mφ ≃ 100 TeV, assuming that Λeff ≃ MP and g∗ = 10.75.
Taking into aount (7) this implies the following ondition on the auxiliary supergravity
eld vev
Fϕ ≥ 100TeV (9)
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The other ondition that has to be satised to have a soure of non thermal neutralino
prodution is
TRH < Tdec ≃
mχ
30
(10)
where with Tdec we have denoted the neutralino deoupling temperature. By denition this is
the temperature at whih the annihilation rate beomes smaller then the Hubble expansion
rate. The ondition (10) is neessary beause in order to have a neutralino prodution by
the deay of φ this must happens far away from the thermal and hemial equilibrium. To
ompute the reli density one must numerially solve the system of equations (4). However
it is possible to give a simple estimate [4℄ of the solution in two dierent regimes
Ωχh
2 =


3mχΓφ
2(2pi2/45)g∗T 3RH 〈σv〉
h2
ρc/s
N¯LSP ≃ 1
3N¯LSPmχΓ
2
φ
M2
P
(2pi2/45)g∗T 3RHmφ
h2
ρc/s
N¯LSP ≪ 1
(11)
where ρc/s ≃ 3.6 · 10
−9 · h2 GeV is the ritial density to entropy ratio. A key observation
about eq. (11) is that in the ase of very low number of LSP produed in eah deay the
reli density is ompletely unrelated to the thermal averaged ross setion 〈σv〉.
III. NON THERMAL RELIC DENSITY AND DEFLECTED ANOMALY
We now apply the results of the previous setion to the deeted anomaly mediation ase
and in partiular to the senario proposed in [10℄. This senario diers fromminimal anomaly
mediation for the presene of an additional gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking setor
that avoids tahyoni masses for the sleptons (whih do not transform under the SU(3)
gauge group). In this setor there is a gauge singlet hiral supereld X = (AX ,ΨX , FX)
whih is diretly oupled to Nf opies of messenger hiral superelds Φi and Φ¯i, transforming
under the fundamentals and anti-fundamentals of the standard MSSM gauge groups (for a
omprehensive review see [12℄). The soft breaking setor of the model is speied, as we
saw in the previous setion, in terms of the auxiliary supergravity eld vev Fϕ that breaks
supersymmetry in the anomaly setor induing as well a breaking in the additional gauge
setor and in terms of the ratio f/m, where f ≡ 〈FX〉 is the auxiliary gauge singlet eld vev
and m is the messenger mass sale.
In [10℄ we omputed the standard thermal reli density without any non thermal ontri-
bution using DarkSUSY [13℄ taking into aount all the oannihilations. In that ase the
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auxiliary supergravity eld an be as low as Fϕ ≃ 10
2
GeV. The WMAP allowed models
are those in whih the neutralino is a very pure bino or a very pure higgsino depending on
the number of messenger elds Nf (for Nf ≥ 2 a higgsino branh open up and this branh
beomes greater for Nf >∼ 5). We delare that a neutralino is gaugino-like (in partiular
in our ase bino-like) if Zg > 0.9 while is higgsino-like when Zg < 0.1, where Zg is the
usually dened gaugino fration. In all the intermediate ases we denote the neutralino as
mixed-like.
In the new senario with a non thermal ontribution in order to satisfy the onstraint on
the reheating temperature (see eq. (8)) we must impose
Fϕ ≥ 10
5GeV (12)
that uts out all the lower part of the parameter spae explored in [10℄. The ondition (10)
on the deoupling temperature turns out to be always satised. Moreover we want to add
another onstraint to selet models with the highest possible annihilation ross setions.
This ondition, having in mind the relation (3), an be translated as an upper bound on the
thermal reli density
Ωthermalχ h
2 < 0.09 (13)
where 0.09 is the 3σ lower bound of the WMAP result (1). This allows us to use the results
of the detailed san performed in [10℄.
Applying both onstraints (12) and (13) it is possible to rule out the senario with a high
messenger mass sale m >∼ 10
8
GeV. In fat in this ase there is no higgsino branh and the
neutralino is a very pure bino with a very low annihilation ross setion. For a lower messen-
ger mass sale m ≃ 105 GeV there are essentially three lass of models surviving denoted by
A, B and C. For m < 105 GeV almost all the parameter spae is exluded either due to the
presene of tahyons or beause there is no eletroweak symmetry breaking or beause the
neutralino is not the LSP. The result for m ≃ 105 GeV is onveniently summarized in g. 1
where we show in the plane (Ωthermalχ h
2
, mχ) the three lass of allowed models. The plot was
ahieved applying the two bounds (12) and (13) on the entire parameter spae. In the rst
lass of models (lass A) the neutralino is a very pure bino with 200 GeV <∼ mχ
<
∼ 400 GeV.
These models are present for Nf ≤ 5. In the seond lass of models (lass B) the neutralino
is a very pure higgsino with 400 GeV <∼ mχ
<
∼ 900 GeV. These models are always present as
long as the higgsino branh is open, i.e. Nf > 2. Class B is the one that resembles more the
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Figure 1: Allowed models with Ωthermalχ h
2 < 0.09 as a funtion of the neutralino mass mχ
senario onsidered in [4℄ where the neutralino is essentially a wino. The wino annihilates in
a very eient way intoW+W− and Z0Z0 (when this hannels are kinematially opened) so
the thermal reli density is usually very low. In an analogous way the higgsino has a quite
eient annihilation into W+W− and Z0Z0 although the higgsino ross setion is lower
than the wino one of about a fator 10−2. For lass B models the non thermal modulus
ontribution ould be extremely important to enhane the reli density. In the last lass of
models (lass C) the neutralino has a gaugino fration Zg > 0.1 so it an be either mixed
or bino like. In both ases it has a very high mass of order mχ > 1.5 TeV. In table I we
show the mass spetrum for three sample models (one of eah kind A, B or C). The rst ve
rows dene the model. The next three rows ontain the masses of the lightest neutralino
mχ˜ of the next to lightest neutralino mχ˜2 and of the lightest hargino mW˜1 . The next six
rows show the mass spetrum of the squark and slepton setor: the gluino mass mg˜, the
stop mass mt˜, an average mass of all the other squarks mq˜ (they are near degenerate), the
masses of the left and right seletrons, me˜L and me˜R respetively, and nally the mass of
the lightest stau mτ˜1 . The last two rows show the mass spetrum of the Higgs setor: the
mass of the lightest Higgs mh0 and that of the CP-odd Higgs mA0 (quite degenerate with
the remaining mass eigenstates).
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lass A lass B lass C
Fϕ (GeV) 10
5 1.2 · 105 2 · 105
FX/m (GeV) 1.9 · 10
5 4.9 · 105 9.3 · 105
Nf 5 10 4
tan β 50 10 50
sign(µ) +1 +1 +1
mχ˜ 290 GeV 705 GeV 2.1 TeV
mχ˜2 912 GeV 707 GeV 2.2 TeV
mW˜1 912 GeV 706 GeV 2.2 TeV
mg˜ 4.9 TeV 23 TeV 20 TeV
mq˜ 4.2 TeV 15 TeV 17 TeV
mt˜ 4 TeV 14 TeV 16 TeV
me˜L 1.2 TeV 5.4 TeV 6 TeV
me˜R 430 GeV 2.5 TeV 2.9 TeV
mτ˜1 294 GeV 2.5 TeV 2.5 TeV
mh0 122 GeV 123 GeV 124 GeV
mA0 1.4 TeV 5.2 TeV 4.4 TeV
Table I: Mass spetrum for three benhmark models. See the text for the notation.
As an be seen the salar setor tends to be heavy with the exeption of sleptons for lass
A models. In this ase it is worth noting the degeneray between the lightest neutralino and
the the lightest stau τ˜ . For models B and C the key feature is the near degeneray between
the lightest neutralino and the lightest hargino W˜1 and the next to lightest neutralino χ˜2.
The thermal reli density of all these models is shown in g. 1. As an be seen there is a lower
bound Ωthermalχ h
2 > 0.02. Hene there are no models with an extremely low annihilation ross
setion and this implies (see eq. (11)) that a reli density in the WMAP range ould only be
obtained in the regime N¯LSP ≪ 1. In fat, as we will see in more detail in the next setion,
for all models a thermal reli density below WMAP data is entirely due to oannihilation
eets. In g. 2 we show the allowed values of N¯LSP for eah value of the LSP mass mχ. As
quoted in [4℄ the exat value of N¯LSP is extremely model dependent. It relies on the preise
struture of the operators through whih the modulus eld an deay. In general the range
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Figure 2: Contour plot of Ωχh
2
in the plane (mχ, N¯LSP). The red (dark shaded) region orresponds
to the 3σ WMAP result 0.09 ≤ Ωχh
2 ≤ 0.13 while the green (light shaded) region orresponds to
the 5σ WMAP result 0.07 ≤ Ωχh
2 ≤ 0.14.
of the allowed values is
10−3 <∼ N¯LSP
<
∼ 10
−4
(14)
Suh range guarantees that all models fulll the WMAP onstraints at least at a 5σ level.
IV. DETECTION PROSPECTS
In this setion we study the detetion prospets for the proposed senario by means of
diret and indiret WIMP dark matter experiments.
As an be seen from table I the mass spetrum in this senario is quite peuliar. For lass
A models the LSP is a very pure bino with a mass in the range 200 GeV <∼ mχ
<
∼ 400 GeV.
The squark and gluino setors are around 4 TeV and hene they are essentially deoupled
from the neutralino setor. Also the sfermions are heavy, in partiular the harginos and
the other neutralinos that are above 1 TeV. The exeption is the lightest stau τ˜ that is quite
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degenerate in mass with the lightest neutralino. This implies that the dominant annihilation
hannel is χχ→ τ+τ− through a τ˜ exhange and the existene of a very eient neutralino-
stau oannihilation hannel. This latter property make it possible that the thermal reli
density is well below the WMAP lower bound. From the detetion point of view what
is important is the neutralino-neutralino total annihilation ross setion. In the ase in
hand the dominant annihilation ross setion (times veloity v) in τ+τ− is only of order
10−29 cm3 s−1. Due to the peuliar shape of the energy spetrum of γs produed in the
τ+τ− hannel, the lass A models an be studied by arefully analyzing the γ ray ontinuum
ux produed by pi0 mesons deay oming for example from the galati enter [16℄. On
the other hand the ross setions of the two one-loop proesses χχ → γγ and χχ → Z0γ
are suppressed by a fator 10−2 respet to the τ+τ− ross setion and so are very hard to
detet [16℄. The diret detetion prospets are as well not very enouraging. For lass A
models the typial neutralino-proton spin independent ross setion is
σχp ≃ 10
−13 pb (15)
well below the urrent limit of the CDMS experiment [14℄ and even below the projeted
sensitivity of the upoming CDMSII [15℄. The indiret detetion through osmi rays is not
favorite as well. To give an estimate we onsider the interstellar positron and antiproton
uxes at xed energies, E = 10 GeV for positrons and E = 1 GeV for antiprotons in or-
der to avoid unertainties from solar modulation. Taking into aount that all the uxes
sale as m−2χ and assuming for the galati neutralino distribution a NFW prole and the
same propagation model used in [17℄ and [18℄, respetively for the positrons and the an-
tiprotons, we obtain that the expeted interstellar positron ux at E = 10 GeV is around
10−11GeV−1 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 and the expeted interstellar antiproton ux at E = 1 GeV is
around 10−7GeV−1m−2 s−1 sr−1 whih are well below the experimental limits determined,
for a given bakground, in [17, 18℄. Even with the reently launhed PAMELA satellite [19℄,
that gives an enhaned resolution and a better spetrum determination ompared with the
balloon experiments, the detetion possibilities annot likely be improved.
In models belonging to the lass B the neutralino is a very pure higgsino with 400 GeV <∼
mχ <∼ 900 GeV. From table I we see that while all the squarks and sleptons are extremely
heavy and essentially deoupled from the lightest neutralino setor the lightest hargino and
the next to lightest neutralino are quite degenerate in mass with the lightest neutralino.
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The dominant annihilation hannels in this ase are W+W− and Z0Z0 with a ross setion
(times veloity v) of about 10−26 cm3 s−1. As in the previous ase the annihilation ross
setion is that required to obtain a thermal reli density in the WMAP range. The fat that
Ωthermalχ h
2 < 0.09 is entirely due to the oannihilations with the seond lightest neutralino
and with the lightest hargino. For this lass of models the one-loop proesses χχ→ γγ and
χχ→ Z0γ gives an extremely high ross setion, with a value of about 2 ·10−28 cm3 s−1 for a
neutralino massmχ ≃ 400GeV. This ould be within the reah of the GLAST sensitivity [20℄.
From the other side the diret detetion is ompletely out of reah given the neutralino-
proton spin independent ross setion
σχp ≃ 10
−11 pb (16)
The osmi ray signals are expeted to be higher respet to the previous lass of mod-
els, but still below the sensitivity of PAMELA (see for a general analysis [21, 22℄). In
fat for lass B models the average interstellar positron ux at E = 10 GeV is around
10−9GeV−1 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 while the average interstellar antiproton ux at E = 1 GeV is
around 5 · 10−6GeV−1m−2 s−1 sr−1.
Finally lass C models have 1.7 GeV <∼ mχ
<
∼ 2.5 TeV. The neutralino an be bino-like
or mixed. The dominant annihilation hannel is bb¯ for any value of the gaugino fration Zg.
The diret detetion rate is favorite in the ase of a mixed-like neutralino, i.e. Zg = 0.5.
The neutralino-proton spin independent ross setion is
σχp ≃ 10
−8 pb (17)
so it ould be in the reah of CDMSII [15℄ although it ould be very diult to detet suh
a high mass neutralino. Neutralinos with Zg = 0.5 or Zg ≃ 0.1 are favorite also in the
ase of osmi ray detetion. The interstellar positron ux at E = 10 GeV an be as high
as 4 · 10−9GeV−1 cm−2 s−1 sr−1 while the antiproton ux at E = 1 GeV an be as high as
10−4GeV−1m−2 s−1 sr−1 (for a mass mχ ≃ 2.1 TeV). A omparison with the results of [17℄
and [18℄ shows that the maximum attainable positron and antiproton uxes are respetively
a fator 10−2 and 10−3 below the highest generi MSSM uxes.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
We studied the eets of the presene of a single modulus eld on the reli density
omputation in the the spei framework of the deeted anomaly mediation. The non
thermal ontribution to the reli density allows to resurret models with Ωthermalχ h
2
less than
the WMAP lower bound. These models belong to three dierent lasses with a denite
neutralino mass range and omposition and with a peuliar mass spetrum. The main
drawbak of this senario is given by the fat that there are no models with a very high
neutralino pair annihilation ross setion. The low value of the thermal reli density is
entirely due to very eient oannihilations with partiles degenerate in mass with the
lightest neutralino. As a onsequene the detetion prospet of this senario are not quite
promising.
The main result of this analysis is that even invoking a non thermal prodution mehanism
does not assure in general the existene of models with high detetion rate. The onsequenes
of a non thermal prodution has to be arefully analyzed in eah spei setup.
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